Stand with Walmart Workers!

Walmart has forced our economy off balance. The Walton family, who controls Walmart, holds the same wealth as 42% of American families. Meanwhile, the majority of jobs at Walmart pay less than $25,000 a year.

The Walmart Economy is driving our nation’s low wages, part-time work and erratic scheduling that keeps hardworking women and men from being able to support their families.

Walmart workers nationwide are standing up and calling on Walmart to publicly commit to:

- $25,000 a year for fulltime work
- Good jobs and fair labor standards
- Reinstate fired workers
- End retaliation against workers

But instead of listening to its employees, Walmart has continued to illegally fire and discipline workers for speaking out.

As a Walmart customer, you have the power to change Walmart. Sign our petition calling for real Change at Walmart.

www.ChangeWalmart.org

Legal Disclaimer: UFCW and OUR Walmart have the purpose of helping Wal-Mart employees as individuals or groups in their dealings with Wal-Mart over labor rights and standards and their efforts to have Wal-Mart publically commit to adhering to labor rights and standards. UFCW and OUR Walmart have no intent to have Walmart recognize or bargain with UFCW or OUR Walmart as the representative of Walmart employees.